Investigating the Effect of APAP Crystals on Tablet Behavior Manufactured by Direct Compression.
In this work, the effect of API's (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient) shape and size on tablet characteristics is investigated for high API dose formulation manufactured by direct compression. Three different classes of APAP (acetaminophen) are selected, and tablets are produced in both single and batch processes. After performing and comparing comprehensive series of standard characterization tests including hardness, dissolution, disintegration, and friability on the tablets, the test results show the relation between the quality of APAP tablets and the shape and size of the crystals. We also investigate the effect of scaling up the manufacturing process (from single to batch) by evaluating dosage uniformity and possibility of segregation in blends. The results indicate a strong interaction between manufacturing parameters such as speed and scale of production to API crystal size and shape. This places crystal properties in the critical parameter set that requires tracking and monitoring in order to maintain consistent tablet properties in high-dose formulation continuous manufacturing operations.